Serving the Shale Industry in North America

What do you need in your Shale project?

- Local Presence
- Inventory & Logistical Capabilities
- Engineered Products and Niche Expertise
- Valve & Automation Expertise
- Application Engineering & 24/7 Tech Support
- Turn Key Solutions for Meter Skids, Rail Loading, Pipeline Installation
- Field Service
- North American Leader in Pipe, Valves & Fittings
- Complete Supply Chain Solution
CAPABILITIES

Wolseley Industrial Group is a leading supplier of solutions to the North American industrial market. Recognized by industry professionals as the provider of trusted products and solutions, we have built a reputation for simply delivering on our commitments day in and day out.

ENGINEERED PRODUCTS
Providing application engineering services, technical support as well as a first tier stocking distributor for the following:
- Custody Transfer Meters for liquid and gas measurement.
- Small Volume Provers - the latest technology of meter calibration.
- Double Block-Bleed Valves - for 100% positive shutoff.
- Loading Arms & Equipment: for product loading and off-loading.
- Tank Gauging: Mechanical, Radar, Wireless for level control and inventory monitoring.
- Platforms and Gangways for rail, truck and marine access.
- Flare Gas Meters for mass balance, leak detection and EPA Compliance.
- Closures for Launchers and Receivers.
- Flame Arrestors for dissipating heat and prevention of flame propagation.
- For extreme environmental conditions, low-temp material is available from stock.
- Hot Tap Fittings.

VALVE AND AUTOMATION
- Large Stocking Distributor of Process Valves for Oil and Gas Applications of trusted brands.
- Wolseley Industrial has over 25 automation centers strategically located throughout North America.
- Dedicated automation technicians assembling products for the most demanding applications allowing for quicker delivery.
- All automation assemblies are fully functional tested, calibrated and serialized.
- Full traceability is assured through our Tagging and Documentation Quality Assurance Process.
- Emergency Shut Down Valves, Safety Shutdown Valves, Choke Valves and Control Valves are available through our channel.
- For extreme environmental conditions, low-temp material is available from stock.

TURN KEY SOLUTIONS
- Custody Transfer Meter Skids including all mechanical and electrical.
- Loading, Offloading and Transloading Systems
- Completely Integrated Rail and Truck loading and off-loading Systems.
- Seamless integration of meter skids with rail systems, structural, mechanical, electrical & communications
- Complete Turn Key Installation of Polyethylene or Steel Pipe for oil & gas gathering and transmission.
- For extreme environmental conditions, low-temp material is available from stock.
- Commissioning and Start Up Services.
- On Site Training and Field Service and preventative maintenance programs after the sale.
- Project Management.

HDPE
Custom Fabrication up to 120", abrasive reduction solutions, manholes, water transfer services plus additional custom solutions upon request supported by the following services: application consultation and problem resolution, application and installation training, CAD design, buried and surface installation, qualified welding upon request and fusion equipment sales and rental with technician support and maintenance across North America.

FIELD SERVICE
- Tech Support Department providing Remote Diagnostic and Troubleshooting services.
- Field service division providing meter and valve repair and tuning.
- Shop / Bench repair services for product assessment and rebuilds.
- Meter Calibration and Proving Services.
- Start Up and Commissioning Services.
- Pre-set and Flow Computer programming.

PIPE, FITTINGS AND FLANGES
- One of the largest inventories in North America of Industrial Pipe, Fittings and Flanges. From High yield to Low Temp.
- Full range, schedule and class of butt weld and forge steel fittings and fl flanges.
What makes Wolseley Industrial Group so unique?

Rail, Truck or Marine Loading / Offloading Systems
- Crude Oil
- Refined Product
- LPG
- NGL’s

Application Expertise
- Complete first tier supply chain solution (Meters, Valves, Load Arms, etc)
- Design & Engineering Assistance
- Logistics & Local Presence
- Start up and Commissioning

Field service after the sale
- Meter Calibration, Proving, Valve & Meter repair and adjustment

Project Management
- Installation
- FRAC Water Transfer

Value of seamless integrated system
- Guaranteed integration and functionality of all equipment (Meter Skids, Loading Platforms, Gang ways with loading Arms, etc)
- Start up, commissioning and on-site training
- Leverage niche expertise and supply chain with one company
- Scalable across North America for consistency, quality and leveraged spend

Engineering and Design Assistance
Valve Automation Services
Rail System with arm integration
Flare Gas Measurement
Pipeline Installation Services
LACT Unit Fabrication
Tank Level Controls
Mechanical, Radar, and Servo

WKM & Foster Gates
Orbit Ball Valves
Truseal DB&B valves
Twinseal DB&B valves
Truseal DB&B valves

H.P. Butterfly Valves
Ball Valves
Pneumatic Actuators
Electric Actuators
ESD Actuators

API 6D Trunnion & Floating
Ball Valves
Pig Valves
Back Pressure Valves
Pressure Seal Gate, Globe & Check

Leak Detection
Acid Gas
Mass Balance
Gas Waste Streams
EPA / BOEMRE compliant

API6D Specialty Valves
Slab & Expanding Gate
Gates, Globes, Checks

Flexible Valve Actuation
Valve Interlocks

Spring Cylinder Balanced
Marine Arms
Swivel Joints
Load Couplers

Floating Ball Valves
Trunnion Ball Valves
Swing Check Valves
Needle Valves

Small Volume
Unidirectional Captive
Captive Displacement Provers

PD Meters
Turbine Meters
Multi-Viscosity Meters
Coriolis Meters
Accuload Presets
Control Valves

Electric Actuators
Spring Return Electric

Threaded Closures
Yoke Closures
T-Bolt Closures
Tool-Less Closurers

Wireless Tank Gauging:
One Device for level, temperature & interface
Pipeline Batch Cutting

Opti/Thermal Plugs
Grounding Control
Monitors

Water Draw Valves
Pressure/Vacuum Vents
Flame Arrestors

Kunkle, Consolidated,
FULFLO, Crosby,
Anderson Greenwood

Electric Actuators

Oil & Gas Systems

Additive Injectors
ProPac 3M
Mini Block
Mercaptan Injectors
Lubricating Injectors
Fabrication Partner

wolseleyindustrialgroup.com

* Some products may be territory restricted.